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The last but not least importance of examination is the fact that it helps the instructor or teacher to grade his or
her students with a great deal of fairness and impartiality since the teacher marks exactly what the student
writes in his or her answer booklet and nothing more. Related posts:. Thus, there is a strong case that it should
be abolished. Without conducting the exams and test students don't concentrate in their studies and learn their
lessons properly. They will be as easy as pie if we try our best. Examination is a very wide word, which is
used in all spheres of life. Research tells us that learning is particularly strong when students self-test.
Examinations are utterly relevant. Examinations force students to study hard because they know they are
going to be put to a test at the end of the day. Studies have shown that examinations remain the best way of
assessing students of all levels and helping them to achieve academic excellence. The answer to it is certainly
in the negative. TAGS :. This way, no student can ever have an unfair advantage over another student. We
think this third benefit of exams is the most exciting. It also means no salty sweat of studying hard and no
sweet tear of successful passing. Just imagine what would happen if there were no examinations in schools!
The pity of the incident is that a police constable was in league with that candidate and he brought the material
for him to be copied. Exams are necessary in schools and colleges to find out the real skills, talents and
knowledge of the students. Use the 'Google Custom Search' below to Search for the essay you want. While
creative tasks may be one alternative solution, ghostwriter Dave Tomar writes in his book, The Shadow
Scholar , that all sorts of tasks are ghost-written. When one exercises, the muscles in use grow stronger. Life in
itself is a big examination. And no one wants to fail a test. To date, however, essay mills have consistently
remained one step ahead of academia. Exams teach us lot of things and give training to various things like
punctuality, writing skills, timing sense, expressing our thoughts and opinions and so on. The short form for
examination is exam. If this institution is abolished, it is certain they will not study even a word.


